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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions, each question carries , mark.

'1. Define the term financial intermediation.

2. What do you mean by credil cards?

3. Define the term financial engineering.

4. What is merchant banking?

5. What do you mean by leasing?

6. What are ETFS?

7. What is a commercial paper?

8. What is venturc capilal?

9. What do you mean by flip-float notes?

10. What is meant by underwriting?
(10x1=10Marks)
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SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions, each question carries 2 marks.

'11. What you mean by close end{ fluids?

12. Name any two leading mutual fund companies in lndia.

13. Who is a lessor?

14. State the meaning of letter of offer.

15. What is meant by Hire Purchase?

16. What do you mean by forfaiting?

'17. What is cross boarder factoring?

18. What is open account sale?

'19. State the meaning of eligible debt.

20. What is meant by Securitisation of assets?

21. Who is a client in Factoring?

22. What is venture capital finance?

23. What is meant by turnarounds?

24. State the meaning of secondary market.

25. What is meant by corporate restructuring?

26. What do you mean by debt offerings?
(8x2=16Marks)

SECTION - C

Answer any six questions, each question carries 4 marks.

27. Write a note on evolution of merchant banking in India.

28. Discuss the causes of financial innovation.

29. ' Briefly discuss the contribution of linancial services in promoting industry.

30. Explain unfair practices in financial markets.

31. Write a note on interbank participation certificate.

32. Explain the functions offinancial services.

33. State the role and functions of CRISIL?
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34. Explain the characteristics features of credit rating.

35. Discuss the mechanism of factoring.

36. Differentiate between merchant bank and Commercial bank.

37. List out the contents of Hire Purchase Agreement.

38. Slate the advantages of leasing.
(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION - D

Answer any two questtns, each question carries 15 marks.

39. Briefly discuss various types of mutual funds on the basis of investment
obiective.

40. Discuss the future scope of merchant Banking in lndia.

41. Briefly discuss the advantages offorfaiting.

42. Explain the problems of Hire purchasing companies in lndia

43. Point out the RBI Guidelines for factoring.

44. Explain the factors influencing rapid growlh of leasinq in lndia.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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